AFU meeting
Date: 25.09.2018
Approvals:
-Meeting leader: x
-Secretary: X
-Summons: X
-Agenda: X
-Coffee: X
Events
-Game night
* Who's responsible -- someone should be.
->
Renate and Karianne volunteer for setting up the event. Espen will set up the
switch.
* Who's responsible for snacks (pizza also)?
->
Alex 'volunteered' -- will bring someone
-October
* Student Game night
->
Friday the 12th. Finishing midterms with style.
* Basement coffee
->
Proposed and agreed to be Monday the 15th
Elections
- Program board rep
-Main: Eirik
-sub: Metin
|(volunteered and approved)
-MNSU rep (re-election, due to clashing scheduals)
-Main: Alex will do it! (If Gabriel doesn't want to, that is)
Updates
- AFU merch
Karianne has found a merch-store and inquired about prices (uniprint).
Hoodies (20 of them for 250-300 dollars-ish) (smallest bulk is 10-ish)
A sign-up sheet with picture of the hoodie will be posted
Stickers are also a possibility
Alumni can also buy, even bachelor-students.
- Institute board
No much relevant info from meeting. Mostly about professor hiring (solar
physics & Cosmology)
Information about hiring will be sent to matnat for approval.
Trampoline park
Deadline soon. Reminder.
Faculty meeting coming up
October the 3rd?
Everyone can bring up stuff.
- SULF
Not much to report. Discussion of turning off AC early when rooms not in use.
Stellar Cellar will be spared.

Survey of how students feel like have been made, and shows results of
loneliness and sad stuff.
- Study hall
*Dishwasher
Use it, please! Both put in dirty stuff and take out clean stuff.
Also, don't fear the dishwasher -- everyones responsibility.
*Curtains
Kristine has been notified about curtains that's weird.
Might fasten them in a new way so that they don't fall down when
opening the window.
Will look into it
*Computers
Will we get them?
No. (ethernet-ports)
Later?
Maybe. After the study hall upgrade.
*Any issues? Tell Renate.
*Waffles are back. Tomorrow at 10:00
*Noise. Try not too make it, but a small amount should be ok.

- Lecturer of the year
Each institute sends nominees -- we should too.
One female and one male lecturer nominee.
Sijing have to be nominated (only female lecturer)
Other candidates:
Frode
Hans Christian
Håvard
Øystein
Luc
Bouis
Håvard was voted as a nominee (in tight comptition with Øystein)
Reasons?
Daniel is responsible for Sijing reasons
Erik is -||- Håvard -||-

- Midterm evaluations
AST2000

--

Ingrid Marie, Julie and Renate

AST1010

--

Espen

AST2210

--

Eirik and Metin

AST4310

--

Karianne

AST4320

--

Daniel

->
Someone must meet in lectures, distribute surveys and read through
and do summary.

- Meeting frequency
Fewer long meetings or more shorter meetings?
Espen argues for more shorter
Options
|
Votes:
/2 week
|
2
/3 week
|
7
/month
|
0
dynamic
|
7
New vote!
Dynamic
/3 week

|
|

6
don't bother counting

- Forskernatt
Everyone (at the AFU) must write 2-3 questions about anything regarding scifi.
-> Send them to Espen before Friday.
We also need a quiz-holder
Espen will be holding the quiz.
Anyone else? -> Ingrid Marie volunteers.
- Courses (shell scripting, ITA-system, and alot of useful stuff)
Karianne recites posted dates.
- Can be found at the Stellar Cellar facebook-group
- No objections were made.
- Trash and recycling
'Panting'
The end.

->

Øyvind and Alex does it, won't have to next time!

